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im glad im not the only one who hates creative's support i dont know how i
can give it a 7 at all, that being said they are at least intelligents in

supporting the cards they make if they just make the drivers it might be a 7.5
but putting a software on a disk to load drivers is a joke, i hope next time i

buy from creative i can use my drivers off another site, or at least not try and
fight with them. you have 10 times better support than creative. i have a
creative audigy platinum and when i try to install the driver from creative

support its tells me that i need an original installation cd from the company. i
wasted 6 precious hours trying to sort out my card and i was able to get it to
work. so i think creative should get to them selves and start making better

drivers for the cards they made instead of fooling around and ruining
computers. just bought my '06 driver, and got the computer world (esp.

creative) updated drivers as requested. it is running fine. why can't all cards
work with the latest drivers, as they did not work with older drivers. there is

no reason why my computer world work, save for manufacturer and
compatability issues. i have just purchased my first audigy card..i have

owned ppc computers since 1995 and the fact that they don't make it easier
for an absolute newbie to install the drivers are a real turnoff. after a 2 hour
rig-up with xp, i was able to install the drivers and get working through front
to on-board speakers.that's it! no tweaking. i don't play games or anything

that requires extra speakers and the on-board mode is fine for music. if
audigy supported an on-board mode in xp it would be a 9.
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from the "levels" tab, check that "auto levels" is disabled, and that
"tone control" is "channel-in" and "pre/post-theatre" have no value

in them. you can also adjust the "frequency response" here. find the
"tone control" button in the "enhancements" tab and check that it is

disabled. for the "playback" tab, check the "master playback
volume" slider and that it is set below 100, and check that the "pc
speaker" is set to "off" in the "capture" tab. thank you daniel, this
worked perfectly i had to go into settings and update the driver to

the lastest one as there were updates available for the older version
also, it only took 5 minutes and my sound card is working as good

as before!! this is a last ditch effort, being that all my snd_intel
drivers are corrupt. it worked so i just want to share how i got it to
work to save anyone else the headache. i'm using windows 7 x64
sp1. before this i tried the popular ac3fix.exe. it either didn't fix or
just made the problem worse. then i tried the creative live cd. it

loaded correctly and saw the audigy card there, but after pressing
the left/right keys on the volume knob i got a snd_intel error. i'm
running a 5.1 board with 4 audigy 2 zs cards with 2 boxes and 5

speakers connected. everything worked fine with vista x32 and vista
x64. in vista x64 i had sound, but everything (including mpeg and

flash) was way off. a few hours later (i tried googling the same
errors before), i decided to try the fix posted by "gregg" on the

creative website. this didn't work either. i then tried all of the older
versions of the audigy drivers in creative's website. i tried them on

my vista x64 32bit, and nothing worked. i've posted at
http://www.audiosciencereview.com/forum/index.php/thread/11606 ,
and was told to get the latest version. i tried this, and it seemed to

work fine. but then i couldn't download it.. so i tried it with it's newer
installer. this worked. i was able to download the new version,

however, after restarting, it never showed up in the drivers. so, i
rebooted, and disabled my internet connection so it wouldn't try to

download. i had to load a cd for it to see the audigy card, but when i
tried to see the audigy card there i got the same error. so, here's
where i'm at right now. i am again working in visual basic under
windows 7 x64. i've tried the original 32-bit drivers, the 64-bit

drivers, and the 32-bit drivers with the 64-bit installer. i have looked
at the last post on the forum. it doesn't have the steps i have

already tried. also, like i said, i had the error when i tried to install
the latest creative drivers. i tried every version from the creative

website. now i tried a driver from the 3rd party website. 5ec8ef588b
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